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cial organ has vilely lampooned and libeled him and

his government. It has slandered McVeagh and Pen-fiel- d,

the eminent American counsel who appeared for

Venezuela at The Hague, and has incited hatred of

them and their government by sheer lying.
There is no doubt that this course was taken by

Castro's orders, for when Bowen appealed against
these calumnies to him and the minister of foreign
affairs he refused to eompell a correction of the Dr. T. L. BALL
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falsehoods, declaring that he would not limit the
freedom of the press. At the same time he surpass
ed and confiscated a newspaper that hnd told only the
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truth about his own conduct. This conduct is exas-

perating to the highest degree. But it will have one

good effect. The fate of Bowen will admonish other

American diplomats that his course gets no favor for
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friendship, and they will not repeat his acts and ex-

pressions of sympathy.
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As a result of the blockade of Venezuelian ports
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money and property stolen from foreigners by that

government were to be arbitrated by special inter-

national commissioners, and the question of preferen-

tial treatment of the blockading powers was sent to

The Hague, says the Call. The international commis
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the delay in the commencement of active hostilities

is rather more to the advantage of Russia than of

Japan. Their view is that if Jaapn had proceded
awards, and at The Hague it was decided that the

blockading powers had preferential rights.
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sources of Russia will enable her to take advantage
of the long lull and get in shape to resist a Japanese
advance.

award he was assailed by personal abuse by the news

papers and was insulted in the street. The time has

come now for Castro to observe his international ob
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The censorship on correspondents, temporarily re-

laxed, seems drawn tighter than ever, and for the
moment no further dispatches are permitted from

northern Corea. It can be surmised what the mean-

ing of this is. Previous forecasts that a rigid cen-

sorship on correspondents meant that an important
move was on, which it was thought advisable to con

doing it. Pay-da- y is abhorred by Latin-Americ- a,

with some exceptions. ' The Monkey of the Andees ' '

makes treaties only to violate them. His disregard of

obligations raises again the question of the sufficiency

of arbitration if there be no means of enforcing its ceal, have proven inaccurate. No important move of

any magnitude, save the general advance into north
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ings are the highest judicial decrees known to the

world, but they are worthless if they can not become

judicial finalities by enforcement. The Hague con-

vention needs revision in this respect. It should be
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military force and the occupation of his capital as

well as the blockading of his seaports. His conduct

may be such that we will have to interfere to prevent
the conflict taking on the nature of a conquest. The
fellow is entirely capable of going to such lengths
as to put the United States in a very difficult position.
Were he capable of reasoning, or had he any genuine
patrriotism and sense of responsibility, he would

keep his treaty pledges and extricate his country
from the serious position in which it has been placed
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Hague as a representative of Ca :tro his statements

in favor of Venezuela were irrit iting to the Euro;

pean powers concerned, and we commented on them

at the time as being far more extreme than his po-

sition and duty required. Not only in Europe but

in Washington Mr. Bowen pursued his course,

causing considerable embarrassment to our state de-

partment. If Castro were a normal person and Vene-

zuela a civilized country the friendly attitude of Min

ister Bowen would be requitted at least by decent
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